SHOP LIST
Yume Cafe
The seven-tiered pancakes come with
plenty of whipped cream! Enjoy relaxing in
a tranquil cafe.
Address:
TEL
Hours

Tsurogi

Sweets and Bakery Shops

Kumatori Town Mini Guide

4-1-18 Asashiro-Nishi, Kumatori Town
072-452-2032

Closed

9:00-17:00

Unscheduled
holidays

A hidden-away cafe/restaurant. The delicious
sweets on offer change with the seasons.
The plates, etc. used are made in the gallery
next door, and some are on sale, too.
Address:

4-1351-1 Okubo-Minami, Kumatori Town

TEL

072-451-3733

Hours

11:00-14:00 (Lunch)
14:00-18:00 (Cafe)
18:00-22:00 (Dinner)

Closed

Tue.

Hours

3-1392-21 Okubo-Minami, Kumatori Town
072-453-2227
10:00-18:00

Closed

Sat.

gland glouton

A very popular bakery. Everything is delicious
and reasonably priced. There's so much variety
you'll have a hard time choosing. The free
espresso coffee is another reason to love it.

Address:
TEL
Hours

The cheesecakes are very popular.
Particular care is taken over the
ingredients and how the baking is done.
Address:
TEL

Kumatori
Gourmet Map
Sweets and Bakery Shops

"Kumatori Gourmet Map Part 1: Sweets & Bakery Shops" was
designed and completed from the unique perspective of young
people living in the town. University students in the Kanto area
with ties to the region also joined in with the research. Students
from universities in both the east and west visited sweets and
bakery shops all around town, asked about the recommended
products, tried the food, and interviewed the owners to learn
more about their shops and wares. Creating this map also helped
deepen our appreciation of the local people's warmth. This map
is packed with many charming shops in Kumadori Town. Take it
along as you explore them all!

Address:
TEL
Hours

Hours

9:00-19:00

Address:
TEL
Hours

Hours

Inside Mandai Kumatori Store supermarket,
1-26-16 Konya, Kumatori Town
072-453-1020
9:00-23:00

Closed

Open every day

Cafe Ichigo

(Thu. if Wed. is
a national holiday.)

The master bakers make more than 100
different kinds of bread every day, using only
carefully selected ingredients. The aim is to
make bread that will bring joy to the customers.
TEL

1-3-3 Okubonaka, Kumatori Town
Closed Unscheduled
holidays
10:30-19:00 (Takeout)
11:00-18:15 (Cafe)

072-453-6025

Bonne chere Mandai wants to be a bakery
people make a special effort to visit,
rather than just stopping by while
shopping.

Tue.

Le pain m'a dit

Address:

1-9-7 Okubonaka, Kumatori Town
Open every
Closed
day

072-451-0056
9:30-19:00 (Takeout)
10:00-18:30 (Cafe)

Bonne chere Mandai Kumatori Store

A little cafe that's loved by locals.
If you're very lucky, there'll be
pancakes based on the owner's fancy!

1-10-15 Okubonaka, Kumatori Town
Closed Wed.

072-453-1369

Tue.

Relax over delicious tea and cakes.
There's also a cafe inside.

Enjoy safe, fresh fruit direct
from the farmers, all year round.

TEL

Closed

Patisserie Watanabe

Exploring sweets and bakery shops all around town

sweets sourire 369

Address:

9:00-18:00

Three promises: great ingredients,
reasonable prices, and satisfying
portions.

Hours

072-447-4590
Closed

2-20-7 Okubo-Kita, Kumatori Town
072-452-5270

Patisserie HANS

TEL

2-1-28 Okubonaka, Kumatori Town
8:00-19:00

Hours

Address:

Part 1:
From the Editors

Everything is made with love and care
using carefully selected ingredients. The
aim is to be a shop locals love.
TEL

Meika Soen Hokusen

(Wed. if Tue. is a
national holiday.)

Patisserie le Prunier

Address:

Lying in the south of Osaka
Prefecture, Kumatori Town is
about 30 minutes from downtown
Osaka by train, or 15 minutes from
Kansai International Airport (KIX).
The warm climate and low rainfall
make it a comfortable, easy place
Kansai International
Airport (KIX)
to live. The town is surrounded by
nature, including Okuyama Ameyama
Kumatori
Nature Park—officially selected as one
Town
of the top 100 green places in Osaka.
It's also rich in traditional events and
important cultural properties, such as Kumatori Danjiri Festival,
the Naka Family's residence, the Furui Family's Shoin, and the
main hall of Raigoji Temple. Urban development is progressing
toward the goal of "becoming a place people will want to live in,
and be glad they do—a town of comfort and smiles everyone
creates together."

1-16-12 Okubonaka, Kumatori Town
Closed Sun.,
072-452-0604
national
8:00-20:00 (Weekdays)
holidays
8:00-18:30 (Sat.)

Address:
TEL

Student volunteers from the RUSH Project
run by Osaka University of Tourism & Kyoei University

Hours

There are many other wonderful shops in Kumatori Town
besides these, but there just wasn't enough space to
include them all. We hope you find some favorites!

Patisserie Caito
Dedicated pâtissiers work hard to make
delicious sweets every day. Do drop by!

M.H., Y.H.

Address:
TEL
Hours

"Kumatori Gourmet Map" Part 1: Sweets and Bakery Shops
This map was created through collaboration between Kumatori Town and
Osaka University of Tourism's RUSH Project.
[ Issued on ] March 2019

Closed

10:00-18:00

Wed.
The 3rd Tue. of the
month
Note: May change due
to events.

Enjoy coffee produced by the nature
of Kauai and healthy sweets based on taros,
in a shop filled with Hawaiian music.

[ Inquiries ] Industrial Promotion Division, Kumatori Town Citizens Department
1-1-1 Noda, Kumatori Town, Sennan County, Osaka Prefecture
TEL: 072-452-6085
E-mail: sangyou@town.kumatori.lg.jp

Note: The information comes from research done in January 2019.

2-13-1 Odani-Kita, Kumatori Town
072-452-2233

Cafe aloha mai

[ Edited by ] Osaka University of Tourism RUSH Project

If you need assistance with making reservations, etc.,
the Tourism Association will help.

2-10-30 Noda, Kumatori Town
Closed Unscheduled
072-452-5267
holidays
8:00-17:00 Sat. 8:00-12:00
Sun. 8:00-15:00

Address:
TEL

Jump-kun

Mejina-chan

Hours

1-15-12 Kubo, Kumatori Town
072-493-7756
9:00-17:00

Closed

Mon.

